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The Technology Integration Committee advocates the effective use of technology in the teaching and learning of world languages.

As the 2018-2019 Technology Integration Committee Chair of the Ohio Foreign Language Association, I:

● shared (via the OFLA listserv) and continued to build on the work from previous Tech Committees
● recruited committee members to represent both secondary and post-secondary teachers
● created, distributed, and monitored a Google form survey to collect information (tech-related tips, wants, etc.) from educators via the OFLA listserv
● created or distributed 18 technology-related Tech Tuesday tips or “how-to” presentations via the OFLA listserv and once through Facebook
● solicited and reviewed feedback on the Tech Tuesday tips
● presented on technology-related topics at the Miami University Conference on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (Improve Your Classroom with Google and Chrome) and the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages annual conference (Online Language Classes: From Designing to Teaching and Beyond)

For the remainder of the 2018-2019 year, I plan to:

● continue distributing and monitoring the Google form survey
● continue creating and/or distributing Tech Tuesday tips via the OFLA listserv and in some cases the OFLA Facebook site
● present on a technology-related topic at the Central States/OFLA Conference (Online Language Classes)
● review past activities created in the OFLA Tech LiveBinders site to potentially update them with new technologies

Respectfully Submitted,

Leah Henson
2018-2019 OFLA Technology Integration Chair